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Annex B 

Selected quotes from winners: 

BioMind® is an artificial intelligence (AI) application that assists radiologists in decision 

making for medical image diagnosis and reporting. It has obtained both the Singapore HSA 

certification and European CE mark as a diagnostic support solution in the complex field 

of neurological diseases. Since its inception, BioMind® has helped hospitals improve their 

productivity, workflow efficiency and reduce misdiagnoses.  

The Techblazer Award is a prestigious award and the assessment process is a self-

discovery journey during which more than 30 judges provide valuable insights to generate 

sustainable results and global impact.  Winning it cements the company's position as the AI 

leader in the medical field and boosts confidence to our stakeholders in the ecosystem. 

- Raymond Moh, CEO, Biomind; Winner of Most Promising Innovation (Gold) 

 

“We at Tookitaki have always been keen to participate in competitions recognising 

innovations. The Techblazer Awards was especially compelling with its unique approach to 

assessing modern technologies and their use cases. The entire process was well 

coordinated; the judging panel was very relevant and experienced to handle complex 

innovation themes, and the Techblazer team was very helpful with timely feedback and fine-

tuning of pitches.  

We thank the organisers for giving startups like ours this opportunity to present our 

innovations to the world and for giving us a great platform to build our brands.” 

- Abhishek Chatterjee, co-founder and CEO, Tookitaki Holdings, Winner of Most 

Promising Innovation (Silver) 

 

“The digitalisation of tree management advances the National Parks Board’s management of 

Singapore’s greenery. For example, 3D models and analytics are used to model our trees to 

allow for remote sensing of tree growth and health. This, coupled with sensors, mobile field 

equipment and integrated systems, enhances our tree health assessment capabilities, 

thereby strengthening our tree management regime.  

This award is made possible due to the collaborative efforts of our research partners in 

academia and industry, and encourages us to continue to advance the science behind tree 

management.” 

- Mr Tan Chong Lee, Chief Technology Officer and Assistant CEO, NParks, Winner of 

Best Adoption (Public) 
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Selected quotes from winners (Continued): 

 

“We believe our synthetic data platform has the potential to fundamentally change the way 

AI teams develop image recognition technology. We're excited to be pushing AI technology 

forward! It's an honour to be recognised at the Techblazer Awards, and we're grateful to 

IMDA for giving us the platform to show our technology to the world!” 

- Charles Wong, CEO, Bifrost, Winner of Student Techblazer (Gold) 

 

"MedACS helps patients and caregivers by automating medicine dosing and allowing remote 

care. The Techblazer Awards has been a great platform for us to learn from industry leaders 

and apply our engineering and scientific knowledge to create practical solutions. The Award 

is a strong affirmation of our product’s potential to improve the safety of patients and reduce 

the burden on caregivers."  

- Dylan Tay, student, ACS (I), Winner of Student Techblazer (Bronze)  


